Background {#Sec1}
==========

Biological motion (BM), namely the movement of other humans, conveys information that allows the identification of affective states and intentions \[[@CR1]--[@CR3]\]. BM processing specifically is the ability of individuals to detect, label and interpret human movement and to allocate certain emotional states to it. Thus, BM is an important component of social perception. Moreover, neurotypically developing (NT) individuals have been shown to be able to readily extract socially relevant information from sparse visual displays \[[@CR1], [@CR2]\]. Specifically, point-light displays (PLDs), which portray BM with points located only on the major joints, are readily recognised as depicting differing actions by NT \[[@CR4]\].

Pavlova \[[@CR2]\] argues that an inability to extract socially relevant information from BM could have damaging effects on social functioning. In fact, individuals with an intellectual disability have been shown to have no problem in identifying different types of motion \[[@CR5], [@CR6]\], whereas individuals with social functioning difficulties such as autism spectrum disorder (ASD) have shown reduced ability in extracting social information from BM \[[@CR7]\]. Indeed, ASD's main diagnostic characteristics include problems with social interaction and communication as well as repetitive and/or restrictive behaviours \[[@CR8]\]. Thus, the social impairment in ASD can, to some extent, be readily related to a reduced ability to extract information from BM.

However, findings on BM in ASD tend to be mixed \[[@CR7]\]. For example, some studies, which investigated the identification or recognition of actions from BM \[[@CR9]--[@CR12]\], did not find significant differences between NT and ASD individuals, whereas others have found differences between the two groups \[[@CR13]--[@CR15]\]. Simmons et al. \[[@CR7]\] and McKay et al. \[[@CR14]\] argue that this is because there is variability between ASD individuals. Several factors have been suggested to introduce this variability.

One of these potential factors is age. Specifically, on the one hand, it appears that research in children tends to consistently show an impairment in BM interpretation \[[@CR5], [@CR13], [@CR16]\]. Whilst, on the other hand, research in adults does not find differences in performance in action perception and BM recognition \[[@CR9]--[@CR11]\].

Person characteristics such as sex and IQ have also been suggested to contribute to the variability of results. Specifically, IQ has been identified as a predictor of performance in some studies \[[@CR17], [@CR18]\] but not in others \[[@CR9], [@CR19], [@CR20]\]. Furthermore, a recent meta-analysis by Van der Hallen et al. \[[@CR21]\] looked at local vs. global paradigms, where individuals have to ignore the global context to be able to focus and perform a task on the specific parts or vice-a-versa. They observed greater differences when the proportion of females was higher. Hence, these demographic characteristics of the samples should be investigated as potential contributors to the variability in the findings.

The task at hand has also been considered as a contributing factor. Koldewyn et al. \[[@CR22]\] argue that individuals with ASD are able to identify BM presented through simple PLDs from noise and classify them; however, it is the extraction of higher order information, such as emotional content, that shows the largest performance difference. In fact, although Hubert et al. \[[@CR9]\] and Parron et al. \[[@CR12]\] did not find differences between NT and ASD in action recognition, they found differences in emotion recognition from biological motion for adults and children. Additionally, Fridenson-Hayo et al. \[[@CR23]\] found that in children, this difference in emotion recognition from BM is evident for both basic (e.g. happy, sad) and complex emotions (e.g. disappointed, proud) as well as being evident cross culturally (Britain, Sweden, Israel). Thus, both children and adults with ASD tend to be less sensitive to emotional content.

It has been suggested that eye-tracking research can inform our understanding of the social difficulties in ASD. A review and meta-analysis of eye-tracking studies showed that in ASD, attention to social versus non-social stimuli may be reduced \[[@CR24]\]. The analysis also found that decreased attention might be given to the eyes and increased attention to the mouth and body compared to NT individuals. However, Chita-Tegmark \[[@CR24]\] noted that the results were very mixed. This may have been because the authors tried to include a large number of studies and thus inevitably included a mixture of more than one type of stimuli, including faces, eyes and bodies. Specifically, bodies contain vital social information and are perceptually different from faces \[[@CR25]\]. Thus, different processes may be involved when looking at these different stimuli. Nevertheless, even when looking at eye-tracking studies focusing only on biological motion, the same variability is observed. Namely, in preferential looking paradigms, children have shown reduced visual orientation to biological motion \[[@CR5], [@CR26], [@CR27]\]. This difference between NT and ASD has not been found in adults \[[@CR28]\]. In contrast, Fujisawa et al. \[[@CR29]\] show that pre-school children tend to have a greater preference for upright than inverted BM, which was additionally greater than that in NT children. Hence, it is apparent that inconsistencies in eye-tracking studies also exist but cannot be simply explained by age as a driving factor.

One study argued that the mixed findings in the BM literature within ASD are due to ASD utilising different brain networks which develop later in life. Hence, McKay et al. \[[@CR14]\] investigated BM perception between ASD and NT and found that the brain areas that communicate with each other in ASD are not the same as the ones found in NT. Specifically, functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) studies tend to find reduced activation in ASD for areas such as the superior temporal sulcus, middle temporal gyrus and inferior parietal lobule. These are all areas that have been found to be related to the perception and interpretation of human motion and actions \[[@CR30]--[@CR32]\]. NT individuals, however, show connectivity within areas involved with action and human motion observation---such as the inferior and superior parietal lobules. On the other hand, individuals with autism have been found to have brain networks that involve connectivity with the fusiform, middle temporal and occipital gyri, which are all areas considered to be involved in more basic level motion perception rather than action recognition \[[@CR14], [@CR31]\].

Similarly, the mirror neuron network (MNN) has been implied to be related to social functioning as it is associated with observing and understanding the actions of others. Thus, Kaiser and Shiffrar \[[@CR33]\] argue that the MNN could contribute to the impairments seen in ASD. Moreover, Villalobos et al. \[[@CR34]\] have shown reduced functional connectivity in the prefrontal mirror neuron area in individuals with ASD. The MNN has mainly been investigated in imitation paradigms \[[@CR35], [@CR36]\] and indeed, dysfunctional activation has been identified in individuals with ASD. However, since the MNN is also involved in understanding others' actions, its activation during simple action observation has also been investigated in ASD because understanding others' actions is an integral part of social functioning. Most commonly, mu-suppression has been used to assess human mirror activity \[[@CR37]\] and reduced mu-suppression has been found in ASD participants in comparison to NT individuals both when performing and observing BM \[[@CR35], [@CR38]\]. Thus, it appears that the impairment in the MNN could be another contributing factor to the social difficulty present in BM perception in ASD.

In order to help bring clarity to the field, there is a need for a quantitative review of the research done on BM perception in ASD. Previous literature reviews have already argued for reduced ability in interpreting social information from BM and about the diagnostic utility of biological motion in ASD \[[@CR33], [@CR39]\]. In one such attempt, Van der Hallen et al. \[[@CR40]\] conducted a meta-analysis on global motion visual processing differences between individuals with ASD and neurotypically developing individuals in behavioural paradigms. They included 48 studies---28 looked at coherent movement processing from random dot kinematograms and 20 looked at biological motion detection or discrimination of BM from other types of motion (i.e. scrambled). Global motion processing in their context refers to being able to combine several moving stimuli into a coherent shape (i.e. PLDs) or to perceive a coherent direction of the motion of dots despite the existence of unrelated distractor noise. Van der Hallen et al. \[[@CR40]\] found overall differences between ASD and NT individuals in global motion processing but did not find a specific effect for biological motion, rather an effect that indicated a general decreased performance in detecting or recognising global motion patterns in perception paradigms. Whilst Van der Hallen et al. \[[@CR40]\] found no effect of potential moderators on group differences; they suggest that this may have been due to underpowered studies rather than there being no real effect. However, they did not include emotion processing paradigms and only compared PLDs and random dot kinematograms despite there being other forms of biological motion paradigms, such as animated humans and videos of humans. Another attempt at summarising the behavioural findings in the field was done by Federici and colleagues \[[@CR41]\]. They focused on characteristics of PLDs, the levels of processing (first-order/direct/instrumental) and the manipulation of low level perceptual features in PLDs. They partially answer the question of the effect of the utilised paradigm, showing that when inferring intentions/actions/emotions is required in the task and when temporal manipulations are made to the stimuli, the effects are larger. Unfortunately, their meta-analysis did not focus on the characteristics of the autistic individuals, which, as seen above, have also been suggested to introduce variability in the findings. Finally, whilst Van der Hallen et al.'s \[[@CR40]\] and Ferderici et al.'s \[[@CR41]\] meta-analyses address the need for a summarisation and exploration of the variability in the results in the literature to a certain extent, their meta-analyses do not fully answer the questions about participant characteristics and their role in the existing findings.

To be able to understand what could drive potential behavioural differences, it is important to also review brain imaging literature for potential answers. There have been some previous attempts to summarise this literature. A meta-analysis on the fMRI investigation of ASD, which included studies on social perception in ASD, found differences between the ASD and NT groups in both basic social tasks such as face recognition and biological motion recognition, and in complex social tasks---i.e. emotion recognition \[[@CR42]\]. However, within social perception, face perception was also included which limits the conclusions that can be made for the perception of only human movement. Similarly, a systematic review by Hamilton \[[@CR43]\] tried to summarise the electroencephalogram (EEG) literature on MNN and autism in BM observation, reporting that experiments probing the relationship between MNN and ASD have produced very mixed results. However, Hamilton \[[@CR43]\] does not provide a quantitative summary of the analysis, only a narrative one.

Since there are inconsistencies in previous findings, behavioural, eye-tracking and brain imaging evidence will be reviewed to identify whether there is substantial evidence for decreased measures of performance in perceiving and understanding BM in individuals on the autism spectrum. We choose to focus solely on biological motion perception as body movement presents qualitatively and perceptually different information from faces and eye-gaze \[[@CR25]\]. Moreover, we want to minimise any inflation or deflation of the effect size of the difference between the two groups, which could be caused by the inclusion of faces and eye-gaze information, which in turn could limit the scope of interpretation. We include studies which have used videos of real humans performing movements, cartoons, which represent humans or human body parts (i.e. hands) (collectively termed full-light displays), and PLDs as described above. The inclusion of both behavioural and physiological measures will allow us to develop a comprehensive understanding of the differences between ASD and NT individuals. Where enough data were available (only in behavioural studies), we also investigate the effects of different contributing factors such as the age, sex and IQ of the participants, the quality of the studies and the effect different paradigms might have on the size and direction of the effect sizes.

Methods {#Sec2}
=======

Protocol {#Sec3}
--------

Before commencing this meta-analysis, an informal protocol was agreed by all authors based on PRISMA guidelines \[[@CR44]\]. Following these guidelines, the protocol includes details about the methodology and the steps taken to collect and analyse the data, which were agreed prior to commencing this meta-analysis. Through discussions throughout the meta-analytic process and as problems arose, small changes were agreed upon by all authors, such as the exact analysis software, publication bias measures, age categories, etc. The changes are indicated within the protocol. The protocol is available upon request.

Study selection {#Sec4}
---------------

In order to identify eligible studies, we conducted a systematic literature search. The computerised search involved using the following electronic databases: Dissertations & Theses A&I (ProQuest), Dissertation & Theses: UK & Ireland (ProQuest), Web of Science, PsycINFO (EBSCOhost) and MEDLINE (OVID). The following search terms were used 'autis\*', 'biological motion', 'human motion', 'asd', 'asperger\*', 'childhood schizophrenia', 'kanner\*', 'pervasive development\* disorder\*', 'PDD-NOS', 'PDD\*', 'PLD\*','point-light display\*', "action observation\*", "action observation network\*", 'AON'. The asterisk represents truncation, allowing the search to find items containing different endings of the term. Dissertations and Theses databases were searched in order to identify unpublished experiments in an attempt to minimise bias. The search was limited to results in English. Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"} shows the search strategies used and the number of results the search returned. The search included a wide time span as no lower time criterion was imposed on the search engines allowing us to access the first available records. Results included records up to and including the first week of November 2017. A second search was done in May 2019 for any additional records, due to the substantial time that had passed from the initial search.

The following exclusion/inclusion criteria were then used when screening the remaining records' abstracts and full text: Published before week one of November 2017(search 1) and May 2019 (search 2)Published primary empirical articles and theses with non-published results---excluding review articles, opinion pieces, correspondences, case studies, and meta-analysesParticipants in the sample must have an ASD diagnosisDiagnosis must be confirmed through ADOS, ADI-R or a clinician

4.1 Added during review process: additional diagnostic measures such as the 3-Di, DISCO; those that are specific to Asperger's disorder, for example the Gilliam Asperger Disorder Scale (GADS, as cited in Price et al. \[[@CR45]\]), the Asperger Syndrome (and high functioning autism) Diagnostic Interview (ASDI as cited in Price et al. \[[@CR45]\]) and the high-functioning Autism Spectrum Screening Questionnaire (ASSQ as cited in Price et al. \[[@CR45]\]) were also accepted as confirmation of ASD diagnosis. Additionally, the Chinese/Japanese equivalents of tests were accepted as in Wang et al. \[[@CR46]\] and Fujisawa et al. \[[@CR29]\]. 5.Study must contain fMRI, EEG, eye-tracking and/or behavioural designs6.An ASD and NT control group must be present and compared7.Although human biological motion includes face motion and eye-gaze, only papers involving human body movement were included to provide a more focused review. These include full-light displays and PLDs8.When stimuli that aim to minimise the availability of structural cues (e.g. PLDs) were used, the stimuli must represent human form with a minimum of two points for PLDs9.Studies that used videos of people or cartoons where the face was not obstructed were not included as faces could confound with the participants' performance10.Papers that focus on imitation of biological motion were not included11.If papers focusing on imitation included a separate analysis of BM observation, solely the BM observation was included where possible12.Similarly, if paradigms included additional stimuli, but performance on the BM paradigm was analysed and could be extracted separately from the other stimuli, only that analysis was included13.Only papers that included t-statistics, descriptive statistics and/or effects sizes were included Data requests were made to authors, where eligible papers did not include the necessary data.

Two reviewers independently screened the titles, abstracts and full texts against the eligibility criteria. Disagreements were discussed and resolved by the two reviewers or by consultation with the third author. The final decisions on inclusion/ exclusion of the studies were compared between the two reviewers. Cohen's Kappa at the first search was calculated which equated to 62.04%. However, since Cohen's Kappa is sensitive to distribution inequality \[[@CR47]\] and \~ 93% of the records were classified as false positives, the prevalence index (0.839) and the prevalence-adjusted and bias-adjusted kappa (PABAK) of inter-rater reliability were calculated (PABAK = 88.76% inter-rater reliability, absolute agreement = 94.38%). To minimise effort at the second search, inclusion/exclusion was compared at abstract level and then at full-text level (Abstract level: Kappa = 70.72%, PABAK = 80.33%; Full-text: Kappa = 69.57%, PABAK = 71.43%)

The references of included records were screened by hand, split between the two reviewers. Five further records were identified.

Coding and data extraction {#Sec5}
--------------------------

Coding of the studies was split between the first and second author. The studies were not double coded; however, the studies coded by the second author were double-checked by the first author. Papers were coded and data was extracted for the following variables: Sample size for each groupAge: Mean and Standard deviation were extracted for both the NT and ASD groups and each group was post-hoc classified into one of three age groups---children (≤ 13), adolescents (\> 13 and ≤ 19) and adult (\> 19)Full-Scale IQ: Mean and standard deviation were extracted for both the NT and ASD groupsNon-verbal IQ: Mean and standard deviation were extracted for both the NT and ASD groupsSex ratio: the sex ratio for each group was extracted and transformed into the proportion of females present in the sampleParadigm: the type of paradigm used was extracted and categorised as 1---Detection of biological motion in noise or in comparison to another stimulus (usually upside down or scrambled PLD) \[[@CR11], [@CR13], [@CR45]\]; 2---Action and subjective states categorisation or recognition \[[@CR15], [@CR20], [@CR46]\]; 3---Emotional states categorisation \[[@CR19], [@CR23], [@CR48]\]; 4---Passive viewing (only relevant in fMRI, EEG and eye-tracking). What category each study falls in can be seen in Tables [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} and [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}. Although we initially attempted to separate detection in noise from recognition in comparison to other stimuli, the authors later decided that both tasks would require a similar process of integrating low level information into a coherent human form to perform the task. Thus, to create balanced categories and conceptually cohesive categories, the two categories were combined.Type of stimulus: the stimuli were grouped into two categories: 1---PLDs; 2---Full-light displays---videos of real people or animations Table 1Summary of studiesAuthor(s) (year)ASD sampleNT sampleParadigmMeasureStimuliDuration(s)*g*var. *g*SE (*g*)WoESQA*N*AgeSex ratioFSIQNVIQ*N*AgeSex ratioFSIQNVIQActis-Grosso et al. \[[@CR49]\]2022.815/5118.9/2522.321/4//ARAccuracyPLD (13 strips)3 (max 5 min)− 0.20.090.048.50.71Alaerts et al. \[[@CR50]\]1212/213.8/100.31613/314.2/106.7ERAccuracyPLD (12 points)30.780.150.0780.731212/213.8/100.31613/314.2/106.7ERRTPLD (12 points)34.620.520.141515/021.7107.9105.61515/023.3114.8109.1ERAccuracyPLD (12 points)34.930.530.131515/021.7107.9105.61515/023.3114.8109.1ERRTPLD (12 points)3− 1.530.170.08Alaerts et al. \[[@CR30]\]1521.715/0107.9105.61523.315/0114.8109.1D*d′*PLD (12 points)40.660.130.078.50.82Annaz et al. \[[@CR13]\]238.83///348.25///D*d′*PLD (13 points)11.150.080.048.50.8238.83///348.25///DThresholdsPLD (13 points)10.890.080.04Atkinson \[[@CR19]\]1330.912/1106.2105.21626.714/2106.6108.4ERAccuracyPLD (ns) and FLD31.170.160.078.50.84Binnerslеy \[[@CR51]\]1412.91714/0//15////D*d\'*PLD (15 points)10.220.130.078.50.8Blake et al. \[[@CR16]\]12////98.417///D*d\'*PLD11.130.210.1080.73Cook et al. \[[@CR52]\]1634.114/2114.81091633.314/2113113DThresholdsFLD/2.820.240.0990.86Couture et al. \[[@CR53]\]3620.929/7101.3/4122.934/7109.4/ERAccuracyPLD (12 points)5--200.310.050.0380.843620.929/7101.3/4122.934/7109.4/ERAccuracyPLD (12 points)5--200.750.050.03Cusack et al. \[[@CR54]\]1516.0915/0103.1/1515.5415/0104.8/ARThresholdsPLD (13 points)2.50.180.130.0780.821816.0918/0103.1/1815.5418/0104.8/ARThresholdsPLD (13 points)2.5− 00.110.061816.0918/0103.1/1815.5418/0104.8/DThresholdsPLD (13 points)1.50.30.110.061516.0915/00103.1/1515.5415/00104.8/DThresholdsPLD (13 points)1.5− 0.40.130.071516.0915/00103.1/1515.5415/00104.8/DThresholdsPLD (13 points)2− 0.40.130.07Edey et al. \[[@CR55]\]2041.115/5115.53/1738.7614/3118.24/D*d\'*FLD/− 0.050.10.058.50.912236.7718/5111.18/2431.2123/1105.46/D*d'*FLD/− 0.260.080.04Freitag et al. \[[@CR31]\]1517.513/2101.293.31518.613/2112.1106.8DError ratesPLD1.51.210.160.0790.841517.513/2101.293.31518.613/2112.1106.8DRTPLD1.53.140.310.10Frideson-Hayo et al. \[[@CR23]\]207.4518/2//227.519/3//ERAccuracyFLD4--240.970.10.058.50.95207.4518/2//227.519/3//ERAccuracyFLD4--241.280.110.05168.5815/1//187.813/5//ERAccuracyFLD4--241.150.130.06168.5815/1//187.813/5//ERAccuracyFLD4--240.310.110.06196.9715/4//187.3615/3//ERAccuracyFLD4--240.410.110.05196.9715/4//187.3615/3//ERAccuracyFLD4--240.460.110.05Hubert et al. \[[@CR9]\]1921.517/283.3/1924.3317/2//ERAccuracyPLD (5 & 10 points)52.120.160.067.50.641921.517/283.3/1924.3317/2//ARAccuracyPLD (5 & 10 points)50.850.110.051921.517/283.3/1924.3317/2//ARAccuracyPLD (5 & 10 points)51.80.140.06Jones et al. \[[@CR17]\]8915.581/882.191.45215.549/388.491.8DThresholdsPLD (5 & 10 points)50.30.030.018.50.77Karuppali \[[@CR56]\]45.32/2//44.6252/2//ARAccuracyPLD (15 points)500--20003.251.040.367.50.69Koldewyn et al. \[[@CR22]\]3015.1228/2107.8104.73215.7830/2121.3114.2DThresholdsPLD (13 points)20.820.070.038.50.823015.1228/2107.8104.73215.7830/2121.3114.2DRTPLD (13 points)2− 0.090.060.03Koldewyn et al. \[[@CR57]\]1615.414/2110.6106.71615.614/2118.6112.6DThresholds (75%)PLD (13 points)21.010.130.068.50.86Krakowski \[[@CR58]\]3510.4831/4105.4108.34611.2224/22114108.2D*d\'*PLD/0.60.050.028.50.84Kroger et al. \[[@CR59]\]1711.917/0//2111.6321/0//DAccuracyPLD (15 points)1− 0.20.10.0590.861711.917/0//2111.6321/0//DRTPLD (15 points)10.210.10.05Kruger et al. \[[@CR60]\]1634.712/4//163512/4//ARAccuracyPLD (13 points)4− 0.10.120.0680.73McKay et al. \[[@CR14]\]1028.610/0125/1027.9/124.8/ARThresholds (50%)PLD (15 points)10.340.190.108.50.731028.610/0125/1027.9/124.8/ARThresholds (75%)PLD (15 points)10.80.20.10Morrison et al. \[[@CR61]\]10624.2895/11108.9/9524.1784/11116.28/D*d\'*PLD/0.060.020.018.50.9110624.2892/11108.9/9524.1784/11116.28/ERAccuracyPLD5--100.610.020.01Murphy et al. \[[@CR10]\]1625.5613/3//1626.413/3//D*d\'*PLD (11 points)\~ 6.50.230.120.068.50.841625.5613/3//1626.413/3//D*d\'*PLD (11 points)\~ 6.50.320.120.061625.5613/3//1626.413/3//D*d\'*PLD (11 points)\~ 6.50.270.120.061625.5613/3//1626.413/3//D*d\'*PLD (11 points)\~ 6.50.460.120.061625.5613/3//1626.413/3//D*d\'*PLD (11 points)\~ 6.50.290.120.061625.5613/3//1626.413/3//DError ratesPLD (11 points)\~ 6.50.530.120.061625.5613/3//1626.413/3//DError ratesPLD (11 points)\~ 6.50.450.120.061625.5613/3//1626.413/3//DError ratesPLD (11 points)\~ 6.50.370.120.061625.5613/3//1626.413/3//DError ratesPLD (11 points)\~ 6.50.450.120.061625.5613/3//1626.413/3//DError ratesPLD (11 points)\~ 6.50.190.120.061625.5613/3//1626.413/3//DRTPLD (11 points)\~ 6.50.580.120.061625.5613/3//1626.413/3//DRTPLD (11 points)\~ 6.50.460.120.061625.5613/3//1626.413/3//DRTPLD (11 points)\~ 6.50.220.120.061625.5613/3//1626.413/3//DRTPLD (11 points)\~ 6.50.290.120.061625.5613/3//1626.413/3//DRTPLD (11 points)\~ 6.50.270.120.06Nackaerts et al. \[[@CR15]\]1234.97/5111.5105.71231.57/5115.5115.3ERAccuracyPLD (12 points)31.710.220.1080.81234.97/5111.5105.71231.57/5115.5115.3D*d\'*PLD (12 points)31.280.190.091234.97/5111.5105.71231.57/5115.5115.3DAccuracyPLD (12 points)31.120.180.09Parron et al. \[[@CR12]\]2311.58320/393.789231220/3//ERAccuracyPLD (10 points)\~55.510.410.098.50.732311.58320/393.789231220/3//ARAccuracyPLD (10 points)\~51.90.120.052311.58320/393.789231220/3//ARAccuracyPLD (10 points)\~53.080.190.06Philip et al. \[[@CR48]\]2332.516/7101.5104.42332.417/6111.2113.4ERAccuracyFLD5--101.60.110.0590.84Price et al. \[[@CR45]\]1414.1414/0/57.141614.0816/0/52.63DAccuracyPLD51.140.150.078.50.81414.1414/0/57.141614.0816/0/52.63D*d\'*PLD50.820.140.071414.1414/0/57.141614.0816/0/52.63D*d\'*PLD50.640.130.07Saygin et al. \[[@CR11]\]1633.7513/3112.2107.22037.7514/7113.2108.6DThresholdsPLD (12 points)0.5830.080.110.0680.73Sotoodeh et al .\[[@CR62]\]2011.317/3/77.32011.417/3/106ARAccuracyPLD (13 points)2s (3 times)0.850.10.0590.822011.317/3/77.32011.417/3/106ARRTPLD (13 points)2s (3 times)1.850.140.06Swettenham et al. \[[@CR63]\]139.583///138.5///ARAccuracyPLD (13 points)/0.390.150.088.50.77Turi et al. \[[@CR64]\]1911.4916/3105.9/1811.9414/4107.6/AR*d\'*PLD (23 points)0.90 ± 0.151.640.140.0690.81911.4916/3105.9/1811.9414/4107.6/AR*d\'*PLD (23 points)0.90 ± 0.150.440.110.05van Boxtel et al. \[[@CR20]\]1614.0412/4101.599.941713.3213/4112.2108.6ARThresholdsPLD10.270.120.0690.82von der Luhe et al. \[[@CR65]\]1641.5612/4116.9/1636.1910/6115.3/DAccuracyPLD3.6--4.30.470.120.068.50.891641.5612/4116.9/1636.1910/6115.3/DAccuracyPLD3.6--4.30.530.120.06Wang et \[[@CR46]\].215.58817/4//214.9516/5//ARAccuracyPLD (11 points)21.070.110.058.50.8Eye-trackingAnnaz et al. \[[@CR26]\]175.583///175.5///PV% fixationsPLD61.190.130.068.50.73175.583///175.5///PV% fixationsPLD61.750.160.07Burnside et al. \[[@CR66]\]165.2216/0//163.988/8//PV% fixationsPLD (13 points)60.290.120.068.50.82Fujioka et al. \[[@CR28]\]2127.621/099.896.43525.235/0//D% fixationsPLD200.320.080.0480.8Fujisawa et al. \[[@CR29]\]154.82412/3//584.00827/31//D% fixationsPLD20− 0.20.080.0380.73Nackaerts et al. \[[@CR15]\]1234.97/5111.5105.71231.57/5115.5115.3ERFixation timePLD (12 points)33.270.380.1380.81234.97/5111.5105.71231.57/5115.5115.3ARFixation timePLD (12 points)32.580.290.11EEGBernier et al. \[[@CR67]\]1423.60/14114107.61526.70/15108.9105.4PVmu-power ratio (8--13 HZ)FLD2.5--200.880.140.078.50.84Bernier et al. \[[@CR68]\]196.418/1118.3112196.917/295.596.3PVmu-power ration (8--13 HZ)FLD6− 0.060.110.0590.77Hirai et al. \[[@CR69]\]1215.711/1//1216.511/1//PVAmplitude N100PLD0.990− 0.210.160.088.50.771215.711/1//1216.511/1//PVAmplitude N100PLD0.9900.710.170.08Dumas et al. \[[@CR70]\]1033.97/3//3028.714/16//PVmu-power ratio (8--13 HZ)FLD63.290.260.088.50.731033.97/3//3028.714/16//PVmu-power ratio (8--13 HZ)FLD62.830.230.081033.97/3//3028.714/16//PVmu-power ratio (8--13 HZ)FLD62.760.220.071033.97/3//3028.714/16//PVmu-power ratio (8--13 HZ)FLD60.050.130.061033.97/3//3028.714/16//PVmu-power ratio (8--13 HZ)FLD61.950.180.071033.97/3//3028.714/16//PVmu-power ratio (8--13 HZ)FLD6-0.330.130.061033.97/3//3028.714/16//PVmu-power ratio (8--10 HZ)FLD60.170.130.061033.97/3//3028.714/16//PVmu-power ratio (8--10 HZ)FLD60.790.140.061033.97/3//3028.714/16//PVmu-power ratio (8--10 HZ)FLD6− 0.640.130.061033.97/3//3028.714/16//PVmu-power ratio (8--10 HZ)FLD6− 0.60.130.061033.97/3//3028.714/16//PVmu-power ratio (8--10 HZ)FLD6− 0.90.140.061033.97/3//3028.714/16//PVmu-power ratio (8--10 HZ)FLD6− 1.310.150.061033.97/3//3028.714/16//PVmu-power ratio (11--13 HZ)FLD64.960.440.101033.97/3//3028.714/16//PVmu-power ratio (11--13 HZ)FLD64.920.430.101033.97/3//3028.714/16//PVmu-power ratio (11--13 HZ)FLD65.520.510.111033.97/3//3028.714/16//PVmu-power ratio (11--13 HZ)FLD63.980.330.091033.97/3//3028.714/16//PVmu-power ratio (11--13 HZ)FLD6− 4.330.360.091033.97/3//3028.714/16//PVmu-power ratio (11--13 HZ)FLD61.90.170.07Raymaekers et al. \[[@CR38]\]2011.15818/2103.2/1910.71914/5112.7/PVmu-power ratio (8--13 Hz)FLD800.470.10.0590.82011.15818/2103.2/1910.71914/5112.7/PVmu-power ratio (8--13 Hz)FLD800.480.10.052011.15818/2103.2/1910.71914/5112.7/PVmu-power ratio (8--13 Hz)FLD800.910.110.05*N* sample size, *FSIQ* full-scale IQ, *NVIQ* non-verbal IQ, *AR* action recognition, *D* BM detection or , *ER* emotion recognition, *PV* passive viewing, *FLD* full-light display, *PLD* point-light display, *d\'* sensitivity index, *g* Hedges' *g*, *var*. *g* estimated variance of *g*, *SE*(*g*) estimated standard error of *g*, *WoE* weight of evidence, *SQA* standard quality assessment score^▲^ Papers that only reported performance index (accuracy/RT) or in addition to other findings Table 2Summary of fMRI studiesAuthor(s) (year)ASD sampleNT sampleParadigmMeasureStimuliDuration (s)ContrastAreas of activationWoESQANAgeSex ratioFSIQNVIQNAgeSex ratioFSIQNVIQTaskGroupsAlaerts et al. \[[@CR71]\]1521.715/0107.9105.61523.315/0114.8109.1ERWBPLD (12 points)3sEM\>fixNT\>ASDL IPL, R MTG-pSTS, L MOG, L MTG-pSTS80.7^▲▲^Alaerts et al. \[[@CR30]\]1521.715/0107.9105.61523.315/0114.8109.1ER/DWBPLD (12 points)4sEM\>fixNT\>ASD and ASD\>NTNone8.50.79^▲▲^Bjorndotter et al. \[[@CR72]\]37boys: 11.45 girls: 10.7327/10boys: 91.33 girls: 98.8/38boys: 11.52 girls: 11.5125/13boys: 105.46 girls: 93.85/PVWBPLD (16 points)24sBM\>SCRNT\>ASDR FFG, L FFG, L MTG, L IFG, L Cerebellum8.50.8^▲^Freitag et al. \[[@CR31]\]1517.513/2101.293.31518.613/2112.1106.8DWBPLD (15 points)1.5sBM\>SCRNT\>ASDR Calcarine sulcus, R Parieto-occipital sulcus, R Central sulcus/Postcental gyrus, R Postcentral gyrus/ Postcentral sulcus, R Postcentral sulcus/ IPL, R IPL, R MTG/STS, R Insula, R ACG, R MedFG, R MFG, L Central sulcus/ postcentral gyrus, L IPL, L FFG, L STG, L Claustrum, L ACG8.50.81^▲▲^Grezes et al. \[[@CR32]\]1226.610/2102/122112/0119/AR/ERWBFLD3sDynamic (fear & neutral) vs StaticNT\>ASDR TPJ/STG, R ITG (MT), L ITG, R medSFG, R STG (middle part), R Precentral gyrus, L IFG, R Precaneus, R MFG, R ITG (MT), R FFG/ Cerebellum90.85^▲^Jack et al. \[[@CR73]\]1514.213/2110.53110.331513.811/4112.27107.6PVWBFLD7-9sHand vs baselineASD\>NTR Transverse Temporal Gyrus, L Superior Temporal Gyrus, L Precaneus, R Anterior Cingulate, L Cingulate Gyrus90.9^▲^Jack et al. \[[@CR74]\]3514.4927/897.66217.326/36101.61PVCerebellumPLD (15 points)24sBM\>SCRNT\>ASD and ASD\>NTNone80.78^▲^Kaiser et al. \[[@CR75]\]2511.820/5100.298.2NT: 17 US: 20NT: 10.9 US: 11.3NT: 12/5 US: 9:11NT: 114.1 US: 115.8NT: 110.1 US: 113. 8PVWBPLD (16 points)\~24sBM\>SCRNT\>ASDL vlPC, vmPC, R PTS, R Amygdala, R FFG, L FFG8.50.75^▲^Koldewyn et al. \[[@CR57]\]1615.414/2110.6106.71615.614/2118.6112.6DWBPLD (13 points)2sBM\>COHNT\>ASDR Insula,, Bilateral Caudate, Bilateral Pulvinar; R Intraparietal sulcus, R AG, R STS; R IFS, R MFG, R IFG; L Intraparietal Sulcus, L AG, L STS; Anterior Cingulate Sulcus and Gyrus.8.50.84^▲▲^ASD\>NTR ITG/IOG (2 clusters)Marsh et al. \[[@CR76]\]1833/110.22104.41932.2/113.89113.4PVWBFLD24sHands\>shapesNT\>ASDL Middle Cingulate extending to Supplementary Motor Area, L Fusiform/Lingual Gyrus80.73^▲^Yang et al. \[[@CR77]\]3110.8631/098.196.651710.9217/0104.1103.7PVWBPLD (16 points)\~24sBM\>SCRNT\>ASDR AG, R FFG, R Hippocampus, R IOG, R MOG, R IPG, R ITG, R MTG80.9^▲^*N* sample size, *FSIQ* full-scale IQ, *NVIQ* non-verbal IQ, *AR* action recognition, *D* BM detection, *ER* emotion recognition, *PV* passive viewing, *WB* whole brain analysis, *FLD* full-light display, *SCR* scrambled BM, *COH* coherent dot motion, *PLD* point-light display, *WoE* weight of evidence, *SQA* standard quality assessment score, *L* left, *R* right, *IPL* inferior parietal lobule, *AG* angular gyrus, *FFG* fusiform gyrus, *IOG* inferior occipital gyrus, *MOG* middle occipital gyrus, *ITG* inferior temporal gyrus, *MTG* middle temporal gyrus, (p)*STS* (posterior) superior temporal sulcus, (med)SFG (medial)superior frontal gyrus, *IFG* inferior frontal gyrus, *MFG* middle frontal gyrus, *vlPC* ventrolateral prefrontal cortex, *PTS* posterior temporal sulcus, *vmPC* ventromedial prefrontal cortex, *TPJ* temporo-parietal junction, *STG* superior temporal gyrus, *ACG* anterior cingulate gyrus, ^*▲▲*^ score represents the total score obtained from the behavioural quality assessment plus a score given for the fRMI protocol, ^*▲*^ score represents the relevant questions from the quality assessment measure + a score for the fMRI protocol

Data on performance in the sense of descriptive statistics, *t* values or effect sizes (*d*), were extracted from each paper. Effect sizes for thresholds, accuracy, sensitivity indices, error rates and reaction times were recorded from the behavioural studies. The areas of activation with contrasts of ASD \> NT or NT \> ASD were recorded from the fMRI studies and fixations or proportion of fixations were collected from the eye-tracking experiments. Eye-tracking studies included preferential looking paradigms in which percentage fixations were recorded as an indication of preference for one display, i.e. BM, over another, i.e. inverted BM. Differences in EEG-recorded activation between the NT and ASD groups were extracted from the EEG experiments, along with the specific frequencies and electrodes used. Additionally, the following variables were extracted to allow for a complete account of the included studies and quality assessment: Diagnosis confirmation criteriaType and number per diagnosis category (where available)Additional diagnoses reportedVerbal IQ and other cognitive abilities that were not measured by a complete IQ assessmentLength of presented stimulus

Quality assessment {#Sec6}
------------------

Risk of bias for behavioural, eye-tracking and EEG studies was assessed by two independent reviewers using the standard quality assessment (SQA) criteria for evaluating primary research papers from various fields for quantitative studies \[[@CR78]\]. The checklist contains 14 items. Items 5 (If interventional and random allocation was possible, was it described?), 6 (If interventional and blinding of investigators was possible, was it reported?), 7 (If interventional and blinding of subjects was possible, was it reported?) were not used as they refer to the use of interventions which are not applicable for the studies reviewed here. Each of the remaining 11 items can receive 2 points if the assessed study fulfils the criteria; 1 point if it partially fulfils the criteria and 0 points if it does not fulfil the criteria at all. A summary score was calculated for each paper by adding the total score and dividing it by the total possible score. The total score after excluding the previously mentioned three items is calculated with Eq. [1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}. One study \[[@CR56]\] provided only descriptive information of results (no inferential statistics) and was judged on fewer items (Q1--4, Q8--9, Q13--14). $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Eight studies were chosen at random to pilot the quality assessment. Disagreements were discussed and all papers were re-evaluated. An initial comparison was then done between the reviewers' scores. It was found that most disagreements were on item 12 ('Controlled for confounding?'). This item was discussed, and the papers were re-evaluated for that item. Disagreements of more than 3 points difference were further discussed on an item-by-item basis. Final comparison of all papers resulted in 18 papers upon which the reviewers completely agreed on the total score. There was no more than a two-point absolute difference between the reviewers' scores for the remaining papers. Thus, the scores for these papers were averaged across both reviewers. Differences between the two reviewers were mostly in the assignment of full or partial points for the items, which was also evident in the original piloting of the scales during its development \[[@CR78]\]. Overall, the disagreement between the reviewers in the quality score given to each study was quite low with small variability---0.038 (SD = 0.035, min-max \[0--0.091\]). In total, 47 papers were evaluated. The overall SQA score given to all papers was medium/high---0.792 (SD = 0.065, min-max \[0.636--0.955\]).

We were unable to locate a standardised quality assessment measure that would allow us to assess the quality of fMRI papers. Thus, the assessment was done using relevant criteria from the SQA. Specifically, questions related to the analysis and results were excluded and the fMRI methodology was assessed for robustness. This was done collaboratively by the authors.

For the fMRI studies, which included an analysis of behavioural performance, the fMRI part of the analysis was disregarded initially, and the rest was assessed using the standard SQA procedure described above. This was done to provide a comparable score across the studies that incorporated behavioural performance and to allow for the inclusion of the quality measures as a predictor variable in the analysis. Afterwards, their fMRI protocols and analyses procedures were assessed for methodological robustness by the third and first author. The originally agreed upon score from the SQA was added to the score given for the methodological robustness and a new average quality score was calculated. For the fMRI papers that did not contain a behavioural paradigm, we used the relevant questions from the SQA (Q1--Q4, Q9 and Q12--Q14). Additionally, their protocols and analyses procedure were assessed for robustness. These scores were added and a composite score was given. Thus, it is important to underline that the quality scores for the fMRI papers are not directly comparable with the rest of the papers. The quality assessment scores for each study are presented in Tables [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} and [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}.

Additionally, in order to evaluate the quality of the evidence included, we have further conducted a weight of evidence analyses \[[@CR79]\]. The majority of shortcomings that were identified came from a non-randomised procedure or not including all sample characteristics. Details of this analysis are shown in Additional file [2](#MOESM2){ref-type="media"}. It indicates that despite their shortcomings, the included studies provide good quality and relevant evidence in support of our conclusions.

Statistical analysis {#Sec7}
--------------------

The following analysis procedure was applied to the behavioural, eye-tracking and EEG experiments. For each included paper, the descriptive statistics, *t* values or Cohen's *d* were used to calculate Hedges' *g* as the common representation of effect size for all studies. All the calculations and transformations were done by firstly calculating Cohen's *d* and its variance. A correction for small sample size was applied to get the unbiased estimate of Hedges' *g*. The variance of *g* was estimated based on the sample sizes of each study. All the calculations were done using the R package *compute.es* \[[@CR80]\] in R(v3.4.1) \[[@CR81]\] and RStudio (v.1.1.453) \[[@CR82]\]. A precision index was calculated for each study as the inverse of the variance (1/variance). Positive Hedges' *g* corresponded to higher scores (better performance) in NT, when compared to ASD. Five top outlier outcomes were identified using a boxplot. An analysis of the initial model with and without the outliers showed that without the outliers, the variance between the studies reduced by a factor of 1.3 and the residual estimates reduced by a factor of five. Thus, all statistical analyses within this paper report the results without the outliers.

Six studies provided RT data. Since a previous meta-analysis \[[@CR21]\] showed that RT outcomes tap into different processes in comparison to the rest of the extracted outcomes, they were analysed separately from the rest of the behavioural outcomes. Two top and one bottom outlier were identified using a boxplot. As above, the variance between the studies reduced without the outliers, and the residual estimate reduced by a factor of 3.6. Thus, all statistical analyses report the results without the outliers.

Since papers rarely report only one outcome and/or have only one experiment from which an effect size can be extracted, the traditional (two-level) meta-analysis is not appropriate due to the dependencies that come from using the same subjects or having the same researchers conduct the study \[[@CR83]--[@CR85]\]. Therefore, the analysis was extended to a three-level meta-analysis, which takes into account the variance due to the variation of the effect sizes included; the variance that occurs within the same study and the variance that occurs between the studies \[[@CR84]\]. Therefore, the three-level analysis estimates these three variance elements. The error only linear model with no moderators as given by Cheung \[[@CR83]\] is shown in Eq. [2](#Equ2){ref-type=""}: $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Where *g*~jk~ is the effect size for outcome *j* from study *k* and is represented by Hedges' *g*; *α*~0~ is the grand mean of all effect sizes across studies; *u*~*k*~ represents the deviation of the average effect in study *k* from the grand mean; *u*~*jk*~ is the deviation of effect *j* in study k from the average effect of study *k*; and finally *e*~*jk*~ is the residual variation not explained by the previously defined variances \[[@CR83]\]. This random effects model is then extended by including moderators. A series of meta-analyses were conducted to investigate the effect of one or a combination of more than one of the following covariates: age, sex ratio, full-scale intelligence quotient (FSIQ) and non-verbal intelligence quotient (NVIQ) for each group, as well as the paradigm and the stimuli. When moderators are added to the analysis, there are two sets of effect sizes that need to be kept in mind. The first set of effect sizes are the difference between ASD and NT at that level of the moderator (or combination of moderators). These are presented in Tables [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"} and [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"}. The second set of effect sizes are the ones which represent the size of the difference between the different levels. For example, a positive effect size will indicate that at the first level of the moderator, the difference between ASD and NT is larger than at the second level. Negative effect sizes here represent that there is a larger effect at the second/third/etc. level than at the previous level.

The parameter estimation was done using maximum likelihood, implemented in the mixed procedure in the statistical package SAS (release 9.04.01, \[[@CR86]\]). Due to the imbalance of studies when the predictor variables were added, the Satterthwaite method was used to calculate the denominator degrees of freedom \[[@CR87]\]. Additionally, to investigate the effects at each level of the categorical variables, a least square means procedure was applied.

To assess heterogeneity, the *I*^*2*^ statistic \[[@CR88]\] was calculated. Since we are using a three-level analysis and potential heterogeneity can occur at the second or the third level, we used the modified formulas provided by Cheung \[[@CR83]\]. The *I*^2^ statistic was calculated only for the initial model, the model with the paradigm as a moderator and the model that included both paradigm and age as moderators. This was done because these three models contained the same studies and thus the effect of the moderators on the heterogeneity could be compared. The calculations for level 2 $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Where *w* is the inverse variance and *k* is the number of studies.

Publication bias was assessed with Egger Regression \[[@CR89]\] and the Trim and Fill method \[[@CR90]\] using a two-level random effects model. The analysis was performed using a SAS macro created by Rendina-Gobioff and Kromrey \[[@CR91]\].

ALE analysis of fMRI studies {#Sec8}
----------------------------

To analyse the fMRI data, activation likelihood estimation (ALE) in GingerALE v3.0.2 \[[@CR92]--[@CR94]\] was employed. Foci from the between group contrasts, which had reached statistical significance, were first extracted from the studies and converted where necessary into Talairach space using GingerALE. When both whole-brain and region-of-interest analyses were performed, and coordinates were available, the ones from the whole-brain analysis were used. In ALE, the activation foci are shown as a three-dimensional Gaussian probability density function, centred at the specified coordinates. The spatial overlap of these distributions across the different studies and the spatial uncertainty due to inter-subject and inter-experiment variability are then computed. This results in activation maps, which can be seen as summaries of the results of a specified study after considering the spatial uncertainty present. Through the combination of these maps, the convergence of activation patterns across studies can be calculated. This is confined to a grey matter shell and above chance clustering between the studies is calculated as a random-effects factor \[[@CR93]\]. We performed ALE analysis for the NT \> ASD contrast only, since only two studies found differences at the ASD \> NT contrast \[[@CR57], [@CR73]\]. Only two studies \[[@CR32], [@CR71]\] provided data for emotion detection/identification paradigms, thus this was not analysed separately. Although, our initial intent was to investigate the effects of age, the small amount of studies that provided information about the differences between the ASD and the NT group would not allow for a separate investigation, without introducing spurious results and further complicating the mixed literature in the field. Thus, the readers should keep in mind that the ALE analysis and the output produced contains research from both children/adolescents and adults as well as emotion and BM detection/observation paradigms. Using the recommended thresholding procedure---cluster defining threshold of 0.001 and cluster-wise family-wise error correction of 0.05, we were not able to identify any significant clusters. An exploratory analysis is reported where we used an uncorrected *p* value of 0.001 and maximum cluster size of 200 mm^3^.

Data used for the analysis is deposited in a data repository, the link and reference to which will be added post acceptance, to allow for masked review.

Results {#Sec9}
=======

The initial (November 2017) study search returned 793 records. The output from all databases was combined and duplicates were removed using two strategies. Initially, R software was used to remove duplicate records that appeared in the same format between the searches. Then, the articles were screened by hand to remove additional duplicates. This resulted in a total of 516 records. At the second search (May 2019), 124 records were identified and Rayyan software was used \[[@CR95]\]. Out of those 45 were identified as duplicates from the previous search and 18 were identified as duplicates between the databases. This resulted in a total of 61 records.

The selection process resulted in a set of 47 papers. Five further records were identified from the references of the included papers. From these 35 contributed to the behavioural studies category, five to the eye-tracking category, five to the EEG category and 11 to the fMRI category. An overview of the inclusion/exclusion process is shown in the PRISMA flow diagram in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} below. Fig. 1PRISMA flow diagram representing the selection/inclusion/exclusion process*.* Adapted from Moher et al. \[[@CR96]\]. \* Note that the second search did not look into Dissertation and Theses UK & Ireland, as it was covered by Dissertation and Theses Worldwide in the previous search

The included studies and their descriptive information can be seen in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} (behavioural, eye-tracking and EEG) and Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} (fMRI). The two tables also show the effect sizes for each study, their variance and standard error, their weight of evidence score and their quality assessment score.

This meta-analysis examined 52 papers, which contributed 80 (11 RT) behavioural effect sizes, seven eye-tracking effect sizes, 25 EEG effect sizes and 76 fMRI Foci. The sample size for the behavioural sample included 1742 subjects (ASD: 867, NT: 875). The complete eye-tracking sample included a total sample of 217 participants (ASD: 65, NT: 122). The EEG sample had a total sample of 170 participants (ASD: 75, NT: 95). The fMRI sample had a total sample of 483 participants (ASD: 234, NT: 249). Participant characteristics from all studies (including studies considered outliers in the analyses) are shown in Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}. Table 3Participant characteristics in each type of analysisParadigm (number of studies)Included studiesASDNTNAge (SD)Proportion of females mean (SD)FSIQ mean (SD)NVIQ mean (SD)NAge (SD)Proportion of females mean (SD)FSIQ mean (SD)NVIQ mean (SD)NBehavioural (*N* = 35)\[[@CR9]--[@CR17], [@CR19], [@CR20], [@CR22], [@CR23], [@CR30], [@CR31], [@CR45], [@CR46], [@CR48]--[@CR65]\]19.86 (10.75)19.15 (27.69)106.3 (9.76)98.28 (13.58)86719.46 (10.28)23.38 (23.85)111.93 (7.42)105.28 (15.03)8751742RT (*N* = 6)\[[@CR10], [@CR22], [@CR31], [@CR50], [@CR59], [@CR62]\]16.71 (5.76)9.51 (8.43)105.63 (3.84)96.25 (11.66)12317.33 (5.76)10.3 (8.19)116.07 (4.73)108.56 (3.36)135258Eye-tracking (*N* = 5)\[[@CR15], [@CR26], [@CR28], [@CR29], [@CR66]\]15.63 (14.5)15.42 (19.89)105.65 (8.27)101.05 (6.58)8114.04 (13.28)36.28 (24.69)115.5 (0)115.3(0)138217EEG (*N* = 5)\[[@CR38], [@CR67]--[@CR70]\]18.15 (10.85)28.61 (38.57)111.83 (7.78)109.8 (3.11)7517.90 (9.6)35.49 (36.45)105.71 (9.05)100.85 (6.43)95170fMRI (*N* = 11)\[[@CR30]--[@CR32], [@CR57], [@CR71]--[@CR77]\]18.03 (7.05)12.91 (9.99)103.76 (5.8)102.6 (5.84)23417.54 (6.60)17.76 (21.99)111.73 (6.41)109.57 (3.34)249483

Behavioural performance {#Sec10}
-----------------------

### **O**verall {#Sec11}

The random effects three-level analysis of the overall sample revealed a mean estimated effect size *g* = 0.6639 \[SE = 0.0923, 95% CIs 0.4759--0.8520\] *t*(31.6) =7.2, *p* \< 0.0001, which represents a medium effect \[[@CR97]\]. Overall, this suggests that ASD participants were less accurate, less sensitive or produced more errors when asked to detect or interpret biological motion in comparison to NT individuals. The between study variance (*u*~*k*~ = 0.1965 \[SE = 0.072\], *Z* = 2.73, *p* = 0.0032) and the within study variance (*u*~*jk*~ = 0.0701 \[SE = 0.07\], *Z* = 1, *p* = 0.1584) show that variance occurred mostly between the studies. The heterogeneity at level 2 is $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ {I}_{(3)}^2 $$\end{document}$ = 0.0539, which falls under the category of low heterogeneity. The variance component was significant only between studies, indicating that the results varied more between than within studies, which mirrors the heterogeneity measures. It can be seen in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} that the effect sizes of the studies and their confidence intervals cluster around the estimated effect size from the model, and only a few studies cross the line of no difference. Studies included in this analysis are as follows: \[[@CR9]--[@CR14], [@CR16], [@CR17], [@CR19], [@CR20], [@CR22], [@CR23], [@CR30], [@CR31], [@CR45], [@CR46], [@CR48]--[@CR51], [@CR53]--[@CR55], [@CR57]--[@CR65], [@CR98]\]. Fig. 2Forest plot showing the effect sizes (Hedge's g) from each study and its standard error as the error bars of the points. Different colours/shapes represent the different age categories (red/circle---bellow or equal to 13; green/triangle---between 13 and 19; blue/square---older than 19) and the graph is split by paradigm. Solid line represents no effect; positive effect sizes represent instances where ASD participants performed worse than NT; dot-dashed line represents the effect size extracted from the initial model (*g* = 0.6639)

### Quality {#Sec12}

An exploratory meta-analysis was run with the quality given to the studies using the quality assessment tool. However, there did not appear to be an effect of the quality of the studies on the results---*F*(1,25.6) = 1.79, *p* = 0.1932. It has to be pointed out that most studies received quite high scores on the quality assessment measure, which could potentially explain the absence of an effect. However, the inclusion of quality did reduce the variation between the studies (*u*~*k*~ = 0.1754 \[SE = 0.0696\], *Z* = 2.52, *p* = 0.0058), despite slightly increasing the within-studies variance (*u*~*jk*~ = 0.0753 \[SE = 0.0767\], *Z* = 0.98, *p* = 0.1631). For this reason, quality scores were added as a covariate within the rest of the analyses \[[@CR99]\]. For most cases, its inclusion either decreased covariance between the studies or had no qualitative effect. All studies from the overall analysis were included in this analysis.

### Stimuli {#Sec13}

To see whether the type of stimuli---full-light or visually sparse (e.g. PLDs)---had an effect on participant's performance, the stimuli type was added as a moderator variable. One paper included both full-light displays, and point light displays and thus was excluded \[[@CR19]\]. This reduced the number of effect sizes for this meta-analysis only from 64 to 63. The analysis showed that there was no overall effect of the type of stimulus used---*F*(1,24.9) = 0.91, *p* = 0.3493. Additionally, the effects for full-light displays and PLDs were both significantly above 0---*g* = 0.9055 \[SE = 0.3055, 95% CIs 0.2759--1.5351\] *t*(24.7) = 2.96, *p* = 0.0066 and *g* = 0.5842 \[SE = 0.1006, 95% CIs 0.3778--0.7905\] *t*(27) = 5.81, *p* \< 0.0001, respectively. Full-light displays showed larger variance, potentially due to a smaller number of studies (*N* = 10).

### Paradigm {#Sec14}

There was an overall effect of the type of paradigm used---*F*(2,61.5) = 8.70, *p* = 0.0005. There was a significant effect of each paradigm type as shown in Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"}, indicating that participants with ASD performed worse than the NT in all paradigms. More interesting are the pairwise differences in performance between the paradigms. The difference in performance between the detection of coherent BM and action recognition/categorisation was not significant (*g* = − 0.0222 \[SE = 0.1646, 95% CI − 0.3511, 0.3067\], *t*(63.8) = − 0.13, *p* = 0.8933). However, there were significant differences between the detection of BM and emotion recognition/categorisation (*g* = − 0.5647 \[SE = 0.1373, 95% CIs − 0.8399, − 0.2896\], *t*(55.8) = − 4.11, *p* = 0.0001), as well as between action recognition/categorisation and emotion recognition/categorisation (*g* = − 0.5426 \[SE = 0.1922, 95% CIs − 0.9268, − 0.1583\], *t*(62.4) = − 2.82, *p* = 0.0064). In both situations, ASD participants showed decreased performance in comparison to NT participants in the emotion recognition/categorisation paradigms than in any of the other two. After the paradigm was added as a moderator, the variance reduced slightly at the between studies level (*u*~*k*~ = 0.1537) and disappeared at the within study level (*u*~*jk*~ = 0). Similarly, the heterogeneity decreased from the initial model for level 2 and for level 3 ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ {I}_{(3)}^2 $$\end{document}$ = 0). Finally, quality scores did not show a significant effect at this stage *F*(1,29) = 3.48, *p* = 0.0724. All studies from the overall analysis were included in this analysis. Table 4Simple effects for each paradigmParadigmES*g*SELower CIUpper CI*dftp\>t*1360.50410.10120.29890.709336.44.98\< 0.0001\*2170.52740.14760.23160.823354.73.570.0007\*3141.06180.14220.77731.346260.17.47\< .0001\*1---Detection of BM in noise and recognition in comparison to other stimuli; 2---action recognition/categorisation; 3---emotion recognition/categorisation. *ES* number of effect sizes, *g* Hedges' *g*, *SE* standard error, *df* degrees of freedom\* Significant at 0.05

### Paradigm and age {#Sec15}

Next, both age and paradigm were included in the analyses and were allowed to interact. A meta-analysis with paradigm and age showed no main effects of paradigm (*F*(2, 44.2) = 2.10, *p* = 0.1348) and no interaction between age and paradigm (*F*(2, 34.3) = 1.44, *p* = 0.2426). However, there was a significant main effect of age (*F*(2,29) = 3.35, *p* = 0.0492). Simple effects of each age group are reported in Table [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"}. Visual representation of the effect sizes is shown in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}, where the graph is separated by paradigm and the different age groups are colour/shape coded. Note that only one effect was recorded for adolescents in the emotion category. Table 5Simple effects for each age groupAgeES*g*SELower CIUpper CI*dftp\>t*1170.9528014630.64431.2614176.51\< 0.0001\*2150.42150.19630.027010.8160492.150.0368\*3350.50000.10890.27510.724923.64.590.0001\*Age: 1---≤ 13, 2---\> 13 and ≤ 19, 3---\> 19. *ES* number of effect sizes, *g* Hedges' *g*, *SE* standard error, *df* degrees of freedom*\** Significant at 0.05

There were no significant differences in the effect size of the ASD-NT difference between adolescents and adults (*g* = − 0.07848 \[SE = 0.2178, 95% CIs − 0.5125, 0.7517\], *t*(42.4) = − 0.36, *p* = 0.7204). However, there were significant differences in the effect size of the ASD-NT difference between children and adolescents (*g* = 0.5313 \[SE = 0.2523, 95% CIs 0.01878, 1.0438\], *t*(34.3) = 2.11, *p* = 0.0426) and between children and adults (*g* = 0.4528 \[SE = 0.1881, 95% CIs 0.05998, 0.8457\], *t*(19.7) = 2.41, *p* = 0.0260). The effects show that in both cases if the tested participants were children, the effects sizes were larger.

After both age and the paradigm were added as moderators the variance between studies reduced even more, with again no variance being attributed to the third level (*u*~*k*~ = 0.0866 and *u*~*jk*~ = 0). Furthermore, the heterogeneity was almost completely accounted for by the moderators ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Additionally, the quality scores showed a significant---*F*(1,30.2) = 8.17, *p* = 0.0076, showing that with the increase of the quality of the study, the smaller the effects were. All studies from the overall analysis were included in this analysis.

### Sex {#Sec16}

The proportion of females in the samples of both ASD and NT participants was included as moderator variables in two smaller meta-analyses. Since several studies did not report information about sex, only 56 effect sizes from 27 studies were included in these analyses. The proportion of females in the ASD sample had no effect on the results (*F*(1, 33.2) = 0.11, *p* = 0.7454) nor did the proportion of females in the NT sample (*F*(1, 29.7) = 0.61, *p* = 0.4402). Studies included in this analysis are as follows: \[[@CR9]--[@CR12], [@CR17], [@CR19], [@CR20], [@CR22], [@CR23], [@CR30], [@CR45], [@CR46], [@CR48]--[@CR50], [@CR53]--[@CR55], [@CR57]--[@CR62], [@CR64], [@CR65], [@CR98]\].

### Full-scale IQ {#Sec17}

Similar to sex, there were several studies that did not report FSIQ for one or both of the groups. For the ones that did report the FSIQ of both ASD and NT participants, FSIQ was also included as a moderator variable in two smaller meta-analyses. These included 18 studies and 30 effect sizes. There was no effect of FSIQ within the ASD sample (*F*(1, 15.9) = 0.02, *p* = 0.8889) nor was there an effect of FSIQ within the NT sample (*F*(1, 30) = 3.98, *p* = 0.0553). Studies included in this analysis are as follows: \[[@CR11], [@CR14], [@CR17], [@CR19], [@CR20], [@CR22], [@CR30], [@CR31], [@CR48], [@CR53]--[@CR55], [@CR57], [@CR58], [@CR61], [@CR64], [@CR65], [@CR98]\].

### Non-verbal IQ {#Sec18}

Only 14 studies and 18 effect sizes included the NVIQ for both the ASD and the NT group. Two smaller meta-analyses were performed using the NVIQ of each group as moderator variables; however, there were no significant effects neither for the ASD NVIQ (*F*(1,12.1) = 0.15, *p* = 0.7012) nor for the NT NVIQ (*F*(1,11.3) = 0.00, *p* = 0.9921). Studies included in this analysis are as follows: \[[@CR11], [@CR17], [@CR19], [@CR20], [@CR22], [@CR30], [@CR31], [@CR48], [@CR50], [@CR57], [@CR58], [@CR62], [@CR98], [@CR100]\].

Publication Bias {#Sec19}
----------------

To evaluate the possibility of a publication bias, we plotted the behavioural effect sizes against their standard error with a funnel plot (see Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}) \[[@CR89], [@CR101]\]. As can be seen by their distribution, there is a wide variety of effect sizes with similar standard errors. Specifically, there appears to be a lack of effect sizes with high standard errors and low effect sizes and low standard errors with high effect sizes, which stems from the relatively small to moderate sample sizes in the studies. The inverted funnel shape, which extends 1.96 standard errors around the overall estimate, should include 95% of the studies. However, one of the assumptions for that interpretation is that the true effect is the same in each study \[[@CR102]\]. It is evident from Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} that 95% of the studies do not fall within the funnel shape. However, we do not make the assumption that the treatment effect is the same in each study. Moreover, we show that the effects vary with age and paradigm. Finally, it is possible that additional variability is added due to the heterogeneous nature of the ASD population. Fig. 3Funnel plot for the behavioural studies. Displays the effect size---Hedge's g, plotted against the standard error. The vertical line represents the effect size from the overall analysis

Besides visual inspection of the funnel plot, the Egger regression method \[[@CR89]\] was used to assess the possibility of bias using a random effects model. Egger's regression detected a risk of publication bias---*t* = 2.5806, *p* = 0.0122. Specifically, there is slight asymmetry in the lower end of the funnel plot, where larger standard errors produced larger effect sizes. For this reason, the Trim and Fill method from Duval and Tweedie \[[@CR90]\] was used. Using a standard random effects model, the analysis indicates publication bias in the right tail of the funnel plot, indicating that more studies were published with large effect sizes and large standard errors. This was mirrored by the direction of the effect found in the meta-analysis including the quality assessment scores.

Reaction time {#Sec20}
-------------

The random effects three-level analysis of the overall RT sample revealed a mean estimated effect size *g* = 0.384 \[SE = 0.1828, 95% CIs − 0.037--0.8055\] *t*(8) = 2.1, *p* = 0.0689, which represents a small effect \[[@CR97]\]. Overall, this suggests that ASD participants showed non-significantly slower RT in the BM paradigms in comparison to NT individuals. There was no between study variance (*u*~*k*~ = 0) or within study variance (*u*~*jk*~= 0), thus heterogeneity was not calculated. With the removal of outliers, there were only eight effect sizes left, and further moderation analyses were not run \[[@CR103]\]. Figure [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}a shows the distribution of effect sizes for the reaction time paradigms. Studies included in this analysis are as follows: \[[@CR10], [@CR22], [@CR59], [@CR62]\]. Fig. 4Forest plots showing the effect sizes (Hedge's g) from each study and its standard error as the error bars of the points. Different colours/shapes represent the different age categories (red/circle---bellow or equal to 13; green/triangle---between 13 and 19; blue/square---older than 19) and the graph is split by paradigm. Solid line represents no effect; positive effect sizes represent instances where ASD participants performed worse than NT; dot-dashed line represents the effect sizes extracted from the initial model. **a** Reaction time data (*g* = 0.384), **b** eye-tracking data (*g* = 0.917) and **c** EEG data (*g* = 0.642)

Eye-tracking {#Sec21}
------------

As there were only five papers that provided enough information to extract data about effect sizes in eye-tracking experiments, a meta-regression with moderators was not conducted. The five studies contributed a total of seven effect sizes. The overall analysis revealed a mean estimated effect size *g* = 0.9172 \[SE = 0.4865, 95% CIs − 0.3552, 2.1896\], *t*(4.73) = 1.89, *p* = 0.1214, which represents a large effect, but non-significant \[[@CR97]\]. Overall, this means that ASD participants showed less preference for biological motion in comparison to NT individuals; however, it should be noted that it was not significant, which is predicated by the broad confidence intervals around the estimate. The between study variance (*u*~*k*~ = 1.0862 \[SE = 0.7841\], *Z* = 1.39, *p* = 0.083) and the within study variance (*u*~*jk*~ = 0.0) showed that variance occurred mainly between studies, which was expected due to the small number of studies. However, none were significant indicating consistency between the studies' results and the results within studies. It is important to point out that due to the small number of studies and the large confidence intervals, these results should be taken with caution. Figure [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}b shows the distribution of effect sizes for the eye-tracking paradigms. All studies reported in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} under the eye-tracking subheading are included.

EEG {#Sec22}
---

There were 25 effect sizes provided by five studies. The overall effect size revealed by the analysis was not significant---*g* = 0.6489 \[SE = 0.3271, 95% CIs − 0.02476, 1.3226\], *t*(25) = 1.98, *p* = 0.0584. Similar to the eye-tracking results, this showed a medium effect size but due to the small sample size, and the fact that one study contributed 17 of the effect sizes, it is expected that the large confidence intervals would overlap with 0. There was no between or within study variance---*u*~*k*~ *= u*~*jk*~ *=* 0. Figure [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}c shows the distribution of effect sizes for the EEG paradigms. Due to the variability that is seen in the frequency that is used, an exploratory analysis, which looks at frequency as a contributing factor to the EEG findings, is reported in Additional file [3](#MOESM3){ref-type="media"}. All studies reported in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} under the EEG subheading are included.

fMRI {#Sec23}
----

The 11 studies that investigated the difference between ASD and NT participants covered emotion recognition and distinguishing between coherent BM PLD and scrambled PLD/fixation baseline or coherently moving dots. Due to the small sample of studies and the fact that two studies did not find any significant brain areas, and one study only found difference in the ASD \> NT contrast, all studies were analysed together for the NT \> ASD contrast. Only Koldewyn et al. \[[@CR57]\] and Jack et al. \[[@CR73]\] found differences where ASD participants showed significantly higher activated regions when compared to NT. Since these were the only two studies to show this contrast, no further analysis was done for the ASD \> NT contrast. This led to the inclusion of eight studies (62 foci). Due to the small number of included studies, we used the uncorrected *p* values at a level of 0.001 and a minimum cluster size of 200 mm^3^. Table [6](#Tab6){ref-type="table"} and Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"} present the results from the NT \> ASD comparison. Five clusters were identified where the NT participants showed greater activation than the ASD participants. In the left hemisphere, one cluster peaked at the left uncus, Brodmann area (BA) 20, and one at the middle cingulate gyrus (MCG), BA 24. The remaining regions were in the right hemisphere, where one region peaked at the middle occipital gyrus (MOG) (BA 19), one region at the superior temporal gyrus (STG) (BA 41) and one cluster with two peaks at the middle temporal gyrus (MTG) and the Inferior Temporal Gyrus (BA 41 and 39 respectively). The resulting map overlays were produced on a standardised structural scan using Mango v4.1 \[[@CR104]\] (rii.uthscsa.edu/mango). Table 6Regions with significantly elevated activation likelihood from the ALE analysisComparisonClusterBrain regionBAVolume (mm^3^)TalairachALE (10^−2^)RangeCentred atxyzFromToxyzxyzxyzNT \> ASD\#1RSTG4140844− 3241.6940− 34048− 28644.1− 31.33.1\#2RMTG3931248− 6081.0746− 64450− 561249− 62.25.1ITG50− 680\#3RMOG1926446− 74− 61.2040− 76− 848− 70− 444.4− 72.7− 6.2\#4LUncus20248− 32− 4− 281.21− 36− 8− 30− 300− 26− 32.7− 4.3− 28.1\#5LMCG24408− 8− 4461.72− 12− 842− 4050− 8− 4.545.7*BA* Brodmann area, *STG* superior temporal gyrus, *MTG* middle temporal gyrus, *ITG* inferior temporal gyrus, *MOG* middle occipital gyrus, *MCG* middle cingulate gyrus, *R* right, *L* left Fig. 5Brain area activation from ALE analysis. **a** Uncus. **b** Central gyrus. **c** Superior temporal gyrus. **d** Middle occipital gyrus. **e** Inferior temporal gyrus. **f** Middle temporal gyrus

Discussion {#Sec24}
==========

The aim of this meta-analysis was to investigate whether ASD individuals show differences in their ability to perceive and interpret biological motion when compared to NT individuals. This question has been under discussion for decades and contradicting results have continuously appeared in the literature. Therefore, a quantitative summary of the results was necessary to allow research to move forward in understanding the atypicalities present in ASD. The current study investigated several potential factors that could contribute to the variable and often mixed results in this field. We explored the possibility of different paradigms being a reason for these varied findings and the effect of age, sex and IQ on participants' performance.

This meta-analysis showed that there is a medium effect indicating an overall decreased performance in perceiving and interpreting biological motion for ASD individuals. Specifically, the present findings show that individuals with autism show lower levels of performance when higher order information, such as emotion, is required to be extracted from biological motion. Moreover, age is a significant contributing factor to the variability of the results, as different age groups show different degrees of performance decrement. Additionally, we did not find a significant effect in reaction time data, suggesting no delays responding to stimuli once recognised. Further, the effect size of the eye-tracking results would argue that autistic individuals do not attend to or orient towards BM. However, the small sample of studies and its variability lead to a non-significant estimated effect size, even though the effect size would be constituted as 'large'. This variability is evident in the distribution of the study effect sizes around the average effect size. Thus, the absence of significance in the eye-tracking results may possibly be mainly attributed to the small sample. A similar pattern is seen from the EEG studies. Finally, the five clusters identified in the fMRI ALE analysis to show higher activation for NT than ASD individuals provide evidence for a potential neural basis for the difference in BM perception abilities.

Differences in performance increase with the increase in task complexity {#Sec25}
------------------------------------------------------------------------

Biological motion can convey various types of information. It can provide simple information about what others around us are doing, or more complex information, for example about the emotional state of others \[[@CR1], [@CR2]\]. All this information is of great importance in social interaction. Although, Koldewyn et al. \[[@CR22]\] argue that individuals with ASD can perceive/detect biological motion, we found a general decreased performance in the perception of BM in ASD individuals in all paradigms, including simple BM detection. Moreover, there was no difference in performance between BM detection and action recognition. This indicates that although biological motion detection requires simple integration of motion elements, decreased performance at this level already exists, hindering recognition. Furthermore, the effect size of the difference between the NT and ASD individuals was about twice the size when emotion recognition paradigms were employed. Thus, aligned with Koldewyn et al.'s \[[@CR22]\] arguments, there is in fact decreased performance when the extraction of emotion information is required but this would manifest on top of the already existing decreased performance with simple detection of BM. Similar findings were also observed by Federici et al. (41), where inferring higher order information from PLDs showed larger effects. This is an expected finding since ASD is defined with difficulties in social interaction and communication. Emotion recognition is a highly social process, making it more cognitively demanding than BM identification which would rely on perceptual decisions. The effect of paradigm in our meta-analysis may be because emotion adds an additional layer of social complexity in comparison to simple BM identification or action recognition, making it more difficult for individuals with ASD to perform on such tasks. This difference between the two groups is true even when simple and complex emotional recognition tasks are used (\[[@CR23], [@CR105]--[@CR107]\], but see \[[@CR108]\]).

It is worth noting that we did not find significant effects when reaction time was the measured outcome. Even more, the effect size that we found would be considered small according to Cohen's \[[@CR97]\] characterisations. Although, a recent meta-analysis has shown that global information integration takes time in autism, which is evident in slower reaction times \[[@CR21]\], this is not evident in biological motion perception. A possible explanation is that motion introduces an additional factor, which is suggested by reported higher motion thresholds in autism \[[@CR13], [@CR109]\]. Moreover, biological motion perception has longer spatiotemporal integration windows than simple motion stimuli, which could make it more difficult to detect small differences in reaction time \[[@CR110]\]. Thus, the decreased performance in perceiving biological motion is a combination between motion and the social factor of human movement, which is more evident in interpretation, rather than in time taken for processing.

This finding, that different paradigms introduce varying effect sizes emphasises that when the research community is trying to explain differences between NT and ASD individuals, it cannot simply talk about biological motion perception as a whole. Instead, the nuances that different paradigms bring need to be emphasised. Moreover, the different paradigms are not comparable; instead they provide different levels of understanding of the abilities of individuals with ASD.

Differences between ASD and NT individuals decrease with age {#Sec26}
------------------------------------------------------------

The developmental course of BM perception in ASD is critically important, especially since so many contradicting results have been found between different age groups \[[@CR12], [@CR14], [@CR46], [@CR49], [@CR60], [@CR64]\]. Overall, it appears that the size of the difference between the two groups is larger when children are investigated. On the other hand, the effect size when adults were studied did not differ from the effect size when adolescents were studied.

Our findings imply that ASD individuals tend to catch up with age and that performance within ASD becomes more aligned with the NT population. This in turn corresponds to the general improvement with age observed within NT individuals \[[@CR111]\]. Despite this catch up however, the size of the differences between the two groups was significant at every age category, indicating consistent difference in performance but to a varying degree dependent on age. Thus, whilst NT and ASD tend to both improve in their ability to detect BM, ASD individuals do so at a slower rate. This implies the existence of a developmental delay in the extraction of relevant social information from biological motion. It should be noted that Annaz et al. \[[@CR13]\] also did not find a relationship with age in children with ASD for non-biological motion coherence and form-from-motion paradigms, whereas the effect was present in NT individuals. Thus, it appears that there might be a global delay in motion coherence sensitivity in ASD. Although, Simmons et al. \[[@CR7]\] argue for inconsistency in the literature about motion coherence and ASD, elevated motion coherence thresholds have been found by others (e.g. \[[@CR19], [@CR22]\]). Moreover, Van der Hallen et al.'s \[[@CR40]\] findings suggest specifically that there is an overall decreased performance in global motion perception in individuals with ASD, for both coherent and biological motion.

To sum, the variability in the behavioural findings in the literature can be explained largely by the fact that ASD participants cannot be put together as a single group. As well as talking about the nuances that individual paradigms bring, we need to distinguish between the different age groups. Thus, a study aiming to investigate performance in adults should not look for effects as large as the ones found in children, as they are statistically not comparable.

No effect of sex, FSIQ and NVIQ on performance on BM paradigms {#Sec27}
--------------------------------------------------------------

It has been suggested that ASD is expressed differently in males and females and that females could be the source of variability in some of the results related to performance in the ASD literature \[[@CR21]\]. However, we did not find any significant effects of the proportion of females in either the NT or ASD sample. Furthermore, neither the FSIQ nor the NVIQ of either group revealed a significant effect on the overall performance. Although some studies have argued for \[[@CR17], [@CR18]\] and against \[[@CR19], [@CR20], [@CR40]\] the effects of IQ, those that find effects usually have lower IQ scores in comparison to the ones that do not find this effect (but see ref \[[@CR10]\]). The mean FSIQ in the current meta-analysis was also higher---with averages in the behavioural, eye-tracking and fMRI designs falling between 103 and 112. Thus, it is possible that any variability that may be explained from an IQ perspective might not have been captured in this analysis or in studies where the IQs are above 100. Thus, the present findings may not necessarily be transferable to ASD individuals at the lower end of the IQ distribution. However, since research is usually done on individuals of average or above average IQ, this nuance would not be captured unless more research is adapted and done with individuals on the lower side of the IQ distribution.

Brain and behaviour {#Sec28}
-------------------

From a brain imaging perspective, we aimed to investigate both EEG and fMRI. This was driven by the fact that it has been suggested that individuals with ASD utilise different brain networks when observing biological motion \[[@CR14]\].

EEG studies, which usually rely on mu-suppression as a proxy for the MNN in ASD, argue for an impaired mirror system in autism \[[@CR35], [@CR38], [@CR67], [@CR112]\]. Specifically, they have consistently found reduced mu-suppression in central electrodes. Similar findings have been indicated by a meta-analysis conducted by Fox et al. \[[@CR37]\]. However, we did not find a significant effect for the difference between ASD and NT individuals. There are two possible explanations for this result. One possibility is that the effect sizes were too small to be considered significantly different from 0. This, however, does not seem to be the case, as there is a good distribution of results on both sides of the no-difference line. The second possibility is that the small sample of studies did not provide enough data points to allow for a stable estimate to be given. This is especially evident by the lower bound of the 95% CI for the overall effect size, as it stays very slightly below 0. Furthermore, the exploratory analysis, which is reported in Additional file [3](#MOESM3){ref-type="media"}, showed that depending on the frequency used to perform the analysis, the effect size can differ greatly. Thus, for some conclusion to be made from the EEG studies, a common analysis structure needs to be agreed upon. However, Hamilton \[[@CR43]\] argues that support for a difference from these studies is weak and mixed, which also speaks for the unreliable findings. Moreover, it has been argued that mu suppression findings can be unreliable as they are very much dependent on the baseline that is chosen \[[@CR113]\]. Although some of the studies identified here used the same paradigm with the same baseline \[[@CR35], [@CR112], [@CR114]\], this was not the case for all of them \[[@CR38], [@CR67]\], which makes it difficult to compare the findings. Thus, a general standard for data analysis and what constitutes as a baseline needs to be set before any conclusions can be drawn.

From an fMRI perspective, we investigated the differences in brain activation between ASD and NT in biological motion perception and emotion recognition. It is noteworthy that emotion perception and BM observation paradigms were analysed together, due to the small sample size. Unfortunately, we were unable to identify significant clusters that overlapped between the studies. However, the exploratory analysis showed that by using a more relaxed threshold, the areas that come up as different between the two groups correspond to the areas that have been identified in the biological motion perception literature.

In short, we found five clusters where NT individuals showed greater activation than ASD individuals: the left uncus, left middle cingulate gyrus, right middle occipital gyrus and one cluster peaking at the right superior and middle temporal gyri. These findings are consistent with literature showing right hemisphere dominance in the processing of biological motion \[[@CR115], [@CR116]\]. Particularly, the right ITG and the right middle temporal gyrus (MTG) have been observed to be specifically implicated in the observation of human motion \[[@CR116]--[@CR118]\]. Additionally, the ITG has been found to be part of the BM processing network of NT in McKay et al.'s \[[@CR14]\] experiment but not in ASD, which corresponds to our findings. Similarly, the MTG is related to the perception of human movement. Peelen and Downing \[[@CR119]\] argue that the MTG is part of the extrastriate body area (EBA) and that its activation during action observation is due to it representing the shape and posture of the body rather than the action. Additionally, Thompson and Baccus \[[@CR120]\] argue that motion and form make independent contributions to the processing of biological motion in the MT areas. Specifically, the MT areas respond a lot more to the motion aspects, and EBA to the representation of human form. However, since these areas overlap \[[@CR120]\] and the observed cluster in these results peaked at MTG and ITG, it could be expected that the activation is due to an interplay between the motion and human form information. This collaborative mechanism has previously been suggested by Downing and Peelen \[[@CR115]\]. If individuals with ASD have problems perceiving the basic human shape and posture, it is understandable why there appeared to be consistent differences in behavioural performance between ASD and NT individuals in all biological motion paradigms investigated here. Moreover, as mentioned earlier, with the increased motion thresholds found within individuals with ASD \[[@CR109]\], it could be expected that impairments would come from both motion and human form detection.

Interestingly, the superior temporal sulcus (STS) is a region that has been implied to be important in biological motion perception \[[@CR2], [@CR116]\]; however, we did not find higher STS activation in NT in comparison to ASD. Nevertheless, we did find the superior temporal gyrus (STG) to have higher activation in NT. Previous findings \[[@CR2], [@CR116], [@CR121]\] have argued that the STS is involved in social perception, namely it integrates the social context with the actor's actions. Nevertheless, McKay et al. \[[@CR14]\] also did not find the STS to be involved in simple biological motion perception. Since their paradigm is similar to the paradigms used in the papers, which dominated in the present analysis, it fits that we also did not find STS activation. However, the proximity of the STG to the STS suggests that there might be some potential overlap which could be driven by the inclusion of the emotion-related BM paradigms in the analysis. In fact, the STG has been found to show activation when observing emotional biological motion and in biological motion perception paradigms in general \[[@CR116], [@CR122], [@CR123]\].

Despite both the low number of studies which were included in the ALE analysis and the exploratory nature of the results, the brain areas found were consistent with BM processing literature. Moreover, differences in these brain areas can and do show differences in behaviour. This finding emphasises the connection between brain differences and behavioural performance. However, due to the small number of studies and the fact that a more constrained threshold did not show any significant values, some caution needs to be taken when interpreting these results.

Methodological limitations {#Sec29}
--------------------------

The quality of a meta-analysis is only as high as the quality of the studies that it includes. The studies that we included received a relatively high score on our quality assessment measure with little variance between the studies. The major methodological issues of the included studies were the small sample sizes and the fact that on several occasions there were no corrections for multiple comparisons. However, the correction for multiple comparisons should not have affected our results as we used the descriptive or test statistics, rather than the *p* values. Nevertheless, it was evident in the behavioural analysis that the quality of the studies played a significant role in reducing variability and allowing for better interpretability of the statistical results. This indicates that small changes in the quality of a study contributed enough to influence the results. Specifically, it appeared that the higher the quality of a study, the smaller the effect size was; indicating that better controlled studies produced smaller effect sizes. The same finding was observed by the publication bias analysis, which showed that studies with smaller standard errors produced smaller effect sizes. This on its own is an important discovery about the control that is used when developing a study paradigm. It is possible that with a better controlled study, larger amounts of variability are controlled, reducing any additional external effects. Thus, future autism researchers should aim to provide even more methodologically sound results, to allow them to distinguish between external heterogeneity and within-ASD heterogeneity.

Additionally, in our criteria ,we aimed to include studies that utilised either the gold standard (i.e. ADOS plus ADI; see \[[@CR7]\]) or expert clinical opinion when confirming the ASD diagnosis of their participants. However, during the selection process, we realised that a number of studies did not employ the gold standard and rather used various diagnostic measures. For that reason, we expanded our inclusion criteria to include at least some form of diagnosis confirmation. Worryingly, one of the reasons that studies were not included in the present analysis was that the diagnosis was not confirmed by any means, let alone by using the gold standard. However, the concept of a gold standard is a matter of debate \[[@CR124]\] and it has been noted that the scales do not always capture individuals that have been diagnosed with Asperger's syndrome \[[@CR45]\]. Thus, how ASD participants ought to be identified in future studies needs to be explored.

Furthermore, even though it is argued that a quantitative summary on two effect sizes is better than simple counts of positive vs. negative effects \[[@CR125]\], statistical analysis, and the confidence one can give to it, is proportionally dependent to its sample size. Although the three-level model has allowed us to utilise more than one effect size per study, thus increasing the number of cases included, the resulting sample is still small, especially for some of the categories of analysis. This is mainly true for the EEG analysis, where one study provided most of the effect sizes. Thus, when interpreting the results from this meta-analysis, the number of studies in each part needs to be considered. Furthermore, the number of effect sizes that we were able to include in some of the analyses (eye-tracking, RT, EEG and fMRI) did not allow us to investigate important factors such as paradigm and age. This unfortunately limits our ability to interpret the effect of those factors. Nevertheless, if we look at the behavioural results, then we can conjecture that these factors will be important and will also need to be considered, when new paradigm designs are considered, or when interpreting the overall weight of the effects found in the literature.

Finally, we included studies from unpublished sources, such as dissertations and theses in an attempt to reduce the chances of a publication bias. Nevertheless, most of these unpublished sources were significant. However, this does not exclude the 'file drawer effect' where non-significant findings are likely to not be published. It is also possible that the Egger regression method is capturing other types of bias, for example the heterogeneity between the studies themselves, which is expected due to the ASD population being heterogeneous \[[@CR102]\].

Conclusions and future directions {#Sec30}
=================================

Overall, it appears that individuals with ASD show lower performance measures than NT individuals on tasks involving the detection and interpretation of BM. However, age and the type of paradigm used have a great influence on the size of the difference between ASD individuals' performance and the performance of NT individuals. We show that there is a developmental delay in BM understanding, which improves with age within the ASD population and explains the high variability in the results established in the literature. Moreover, autistic individuals show consistently lower performance in paradigms requiring the extraction of emotion from BM in comparison to action recognition or simple BM detection. This finding is more meaningful, considering that a main characteristic of ASD is an impairment in social communication and that interaction and emotional portrayal of biological motion has great social relevance. Finally, we find that there appear to be differences between ASD and NT groups in brain activations when viewing BM and those differences can provide an insight to why the behaviour that we observe exists.

For the field of research to move forward, methodological standards need to be imposed in terms of the age ranges incorporated, and the types of paradigms used. However, interpretation standards need to be considered as well. Although it appears that there is variability in the literature as to whether and how large the effects are, the effects are actually varied due to the combination of various factors. For proper interpretation of the field, the paradigm used and the age of the participants need to be considered as segregating factors. This is important because a child with autism might have difficulty perceiving biological motion, but by the time they reach adulthood, that effect might have subsided. Similarly, individuals with autism might find it much more difficult to extract emotion information from human movement, but they are much better at describing non-affective actions. Finally, as a field, autism research is going to find heterogeneous findings, due to the innate variability between autistic individuals. However, sound methodological principles when developing studies will reduce that variability and allow for better consistency and easier interpretation.
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**Additional file 1.** Search strategies and number of records per database. File includes the search strategies used for the extraction of the papers from the five electronic databases mentioned in text and a table with the number of records extracted from each. **Additional file 2.** Weight of Evidence analysis. File includes the weight of evidence criteria for scoring and the summary statistics for Weight of Evidence scores. **Additional file 3.** Exploratory EEG analysis. File includes an exploratory analysis of the EEG data with frequency as a predictive factor, as refered to from the text.
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